Arjan Dass Mangal Sain
https://www.indiamart.com/adms-yarns/

Manufacturers of wide range of yarns like chenille yarn, twisted and
doubled yarn.

About Us
We at Arjan Dass Mangal Sain, captivate our customer's dreams in strands of natural and synthetic
filaments. We are one of the leading trader-cum-manufacturer of wide range of Fancy Yarns, Chenille
yarns, Embroidery Threads and Metallic Yarns. Our products are used in weaving of Dress material,
Upholstery, Furnishings fabrics and Carpets. They are also used in knitting industry. Our products are
used for beauty & appeal enhancement. By using fancy yarns specially designed by us, the end
products get a boost in its visual appeal, which in turn improves its sales realization, thus leading
profits to the end users. Our yarns can be tailor made to suit your requirement and can be adjusted
so as to be used in Power looms, Handlooms, Flat knitting, all sort of Circular knitting machines.
These fancy yarns are synthesized on state of art Hollow Fancy machines and Crochet machines,
which are best in the world. We also manufacture Chenille yarn in Acrylic, Viscose, Cotton and
blended yarns. We can supply all these yarns in Hanks and as well as on Cones as per your
requirements. We are also engaged in manufacturing wide range of embroidery thread {Viscose /
Polyester} and Metallic Covering Yarn. Our uncompromising commitment to quality and punctuality in
delivery schedules has earned us the trust of our clients. We offer best value for money to our
customers by the virtue of most reasonable prices and personalized services. The company adheres
to strict and sustained...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/adms-yarns/aboutus.html
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